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Introduction
Why focus on  
Retail Search channels?

Whether it’s affiliate marketing, email marketing, 
retargeting, or social advertising, there are many ways 
to increase brand exposure and sculpt a brand image 
in today’s digital retail landscape. 

But when advertising channels incorporate a search 
element – a true interpretation of active shopper intent – 
they shift more towards the bottom of the ecommerce 
conversion funnel and, consequentially, can have a 
more significant and direct impact on a retailer’s digital 
bottom line.

This guide will focus on the top retail search channels 
for brands and manufacturers that already have an 
established online presence. 

The businesses that will find the most value 
from this information are those that have 
shifted priority away from the brand Awareness-
generation stage and are now focusing on making 
profitable investments to sell inventory.

Retail Sites  
& Marketplaces
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Why focus exclusively on brands and not resellers?

When it comes to product advertising, there are several key distinctions between brand 
manufacturers and resellers — distinctions which are usually not made in most high-profile retail 
marketing reports and guidebooks. These contrasts are important to point out because they 
fundamentally alter advertising and sales strategy. Here are just a couple of those distinctions:

Inventory

Inventory volume certainly plays a significant role in terms of which channels a brand or reseller 
can be successful on. Oftentimes, a brand such as Jetboil may only have a total of 100 SKUs while 
one of its resellers – REI, for example – can carry hundreds of thousands of SKUs. Generally 
speaking, Jetboil will never see the same type of traffic volume from a paid channel that a 
reseller who carries 10 brands of camping stoves will. In terms of search term data, shopper 
behavior, and audience trends, this discrepancy gives Jetboil less data to work with than its 
resellers. For this reason, brands warrant a different approach to paid channels than resellers.
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Budget

Generally speaking, brand manufacturers have a bit more flexibility in terms of where their 
advertising dollars are allocated. Resellers have slimmer margins and more SKUs to spread that 
spend around while vendors typically have larger margins and less SKUs to distribute spend for. 
So what does this mean? Brand advertisers can more aggressively pursue more category-level, 
competitor, and branded search terms when it comes to Search advertising – as long as it’s done 
at a profitable rate.

Vendor & Reseller SEM Relationships

This will vary from brand to brand, but many times vendors and resellers have agreed 
—upon guidelines in terms of where products can be advertised. Particularly when it comes to 
AdWords, vendors who sell from their site will typically opt to purchase the more  
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mid-to-top-of-the-funnel text ads while having their resellers to advertise exclusively 
on Shopping, which fields more specific product queries and sees lower CPCs. In return, 
vendors may send a list of restricted keywords (typically branded search terms) to its resellers 
so that there’s no bidding competition.

For vendors and resellers vying for ecommerce sales, understanding where the conflicts lie in 
terms of keyword bidding and SERP real estate is a key step early on in shaping an advertising 
strategy. This will be discussed in more detail later on in the guide.

An effective Retail Search portfolio looks to grow both the B2B and B2C sides of the business. To 
clarify some terms here, B2B initiatives (business-to-business) refer to situations where brand 
manufacturers sell units to and fulfill product orders (PO's) to its reseller partners. B2C  
initiatives (business-to-consumer) are cases where a brand is selling products directly to 
consumers, rather than through a reselling relationship. 

For example, Nike's B2C business involves orders made via their ecommerce site (nike.com)  
and their brick & mortar stores. Nike's B2B business is made up of the orders they receive  
from its reseller partners like Sports Authority, Dick's Sporting Goods, Finish Line, etc. 

This guide was created to inform retail brands of the channels that stand to most 
significantly impact their digital bottom line.  Ultimately, brands looking to grow their B2B 
and B2C sides of their business hold a significant advantage over brands who are not taking 
advantage of the channels and tools that have proven to be profitable.
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Curating a Retail Search Portfolio

At the end of the day, direct-to-consumer brands want to have a strong presence 
on the channels where shoppers are showing the highest intent to buy. This also 
holds true for brands with strong B2B businesses and are looking to expand that 
relationship into something more than simply transactional. For this reason, curating 
a well-diversified Retail Search portfolio — a collection of diligently managed 
investments — is critical to laying the foundation for growth.

When discussing retail search campaigns, ROI, often indicated by Return on Ad Spend 
(ROAS), is going to be the leading metric for how the performance of the channel is 
going to be evaluated. 

This white paper introduces the channels that have proven to be these key growth 
contributors for a lot of high-volume, successful brands but it does not explore the 
minute details of management strategy for each. 

It’s entirely possible that a Marketing Manager will skim this, recognize all the 
channels here, and affirm that they’re already advertising on most, if not all, of 
these channels.

And so the logical follow-up question is: 

“Are you seeing a profitable return on these channels 
and if so, are you pulling all the levers in your power 
to maximize that investment? ”
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Analysis of Trends From Q3 & Q4 2014  
by Vertical
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What We Know:  
Analysis of Trends from Q3 & Q4 
2014 by Vertical
The following data was pulled from brand advertiser performance on the HookLogic Retail 
Search Exchange, a performance marketing platform for brands with a network of high-volume, 
big box retailers, including Walmart, Target, Best Buy, and Macy’s.

Some of the retailers on HookLogic’s Retail Search Exchange.

This data provides insight into typical shopper behaviors for some of retail’s biggest verticals. 
Basically, how are certain verticals performing on the retail industry’s biggest online stores?
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Some of the brands advertising on the Retail Search Exchange, where this data was sourced

Much of this data refers to the conversion rate index. The conversion rate index is a measure 
of how likely browsers are to become buyers, indicating how many consumers who visit your 
product page are actually purchasing your product. It is calculated by dividing Transactions (or 
check-outs) by Product Page Views (PPVs), then indexing against the relevant category. It’s a 
good measure of how focused or intent shoppers are. A value of 100 is average.

What is The Conversion Rate Index?

Product Pageviews Category Indexing Conversion Rate Index

Transactions

VS.
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Thanksgiving Weekend 2014

Thanksgiving Day Catches Up with Black Friday

As key online shopping days spread out more this past year, Thanksgiving day traffic and 
conversion volume were both nearly as strong as Black Friday’s numbers. Black Friday’s 2.3x 
conversion index was just 8% higher than Thanksgiving’s 2.1x. IBM data shows Thanksgiving 
sales were up a substantial 14.3% year over year.  
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Cyber Monday 2014 

Peak Shopping Times

During Cyber Monday, a work day for many, retail site traffic peaked during 
the 9 - 10pm EST timeframe. In comparison, Thanksgiving peaked from 
9-10pm EST, and Black Friday traffic was highest from 11am-12pm EST. 

Mobile Commerce in Q4 2014
Baseline = November 1st – December 31st 2014

Mobile Continues to Grow 

Mobile’s traffic and sales continued to climb rapidly, but there’s still room 
for further expansion. According to IBM, overall mobile was 46.6% of total 
online traffic, while sales only accounted for 22.6%. Consumers also prefer 
to browse on their smartphones and buy on their tablets. Smartphone 
traffic was 31.2% of total versus 13.4% for tablets, yet only 9.1% of sales vs. 
another 13.4% from tablets. 

HookLogic estimates that mobile web searches on smartphones had their 
highest day on Sunday, November 30, rising more than 25% above the 
pre-holiday average, indicating that travel delays and journeys back home, 
along with larger screen sizes of newer phones, may have contributed to 
more shopping on phones.  
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Trends by Vertical

Note: This data was taken from the HookLogic Network from Q3 and Q4 2014. To pull further 
insight from the representative sample of major retail sites, performance data by vertical was 
also recorded:

Consumer Packaged Goods (CPG) 
Baseline = October 1st – November 31st 2014

Pantry Loading 

Is common, and basket sizes and value reflect that. CPG baskets contain an average of  
7.4 items, vs. 3.1 items for all other baskets. 

Food 

Has both the highest incidence of being purchased with both another CPG product and  
non-CPG products.  Health Care is least likely to be purchased with another product. 

Beverages

The Beverages category converts at 3.5x the CPG average with a 346 index, consistent with 
the idea that consumers are seeking specific drinks and go online for bulk purchases. Beauty 
and Personal Care convert at a 64 and 53 index, respectively, indicating that consumers require 
more browsing and research before committing to a purchase – much like offline.
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Beauty 
Baseline = February 1st – March 31st 2015 

Beauty involves a lot of research.  Within the Health, Beauty & Personal Care category, Beauty 
Care is 52% of total traffic yet only 38% of value, indicating much more pre-purchase research 
than Health Care or Personal Care. 

•  Beauty converts at an 81 index, Health Care at 116, Personal Care at 134.

•  Hair Care is the largest Beauty Care sub-category.  It has > 40% of Beauty Care’s conversion    
    value and volume. 

•  Fragrances convert the best within Beauty Care with a 169 index
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Home & Garden

Basket Size
Baseline = January 1st – March 15th 2015

The average Home Goods basket size is 2.0 items, and the average cart value is $154.  
Household Appliances are highest dollar value purchase, at an average of $340 per purchase, 
while Décor wins for highest number of items per transaction at 2.5. 

Seasonality

There is less variation in conversion rate than in other categories, ranging from  
72 (Lawn & Garden) to 129 (Bedding), no doubt partially driven by time of year. 

Apparel 

Apparel Shoppers Like to Buy on impulse  
Baseline = December 13th – January 26th 2015

More than 40% of Apparel consumers do not 
have a specific product in mind when they go 
shopping online. 

They Might Take Their Time Deciding  
Source: HookLogic/MarketTree survey May 2014

Apparel consumers are 26% more likely to 
“hold” items in their shopping carts without 
purchasing right away.
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Images Matter – A Lot
Source: HookLogic/MarketTree survey May 2014

More than 60% of Apparel shoppers chose Product Images 
as a Top 3 influence on purchase, 1.5x the average. 

They Like to Compare in One Place
Source: HookLogic/MarketTree survey May 2014

Apparel shoppers are 14% more likely to want to 
compare different products on the same website.

Consumers Like What They’re Finding
Baseline = December 13th – January 26th 2015

Apparel sub-categories convert at nearly double the 
rate of other categories.

Consumers Load Their Carts
Baseline = December 13th – January 26th 2015

On average, Apparel shoppers buy four items per 
shopping trip, versus two to three in other categories. 

Consumer Electronics 

Consumers are well-informed
Source: HookLogic/MarketTree survey May 2014

They know what they’re looking for, where to find it, and usually go ahead and buy it. 

Consumers spend a lot, but not as frequently
Source: HookLogic/MarketTree survey May 2014

They shop Electronics less frequently than other categories, but spend significantly more. 
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Browsing and Buying Vary by Category
Baseline = July 13th – August 14th 2014

Computers, Routers, and Gaming are some of the top categories in traffic, but Batteries, CDs, 
DVDs and Clocks have the highest conversion efficiency. 

Small Appliances

The 4th most frequently purchased category online with 56% of consumers having 
purchased a Small Appliance online   
— Walker Sands’ 2014 Future of Retail study

Category Growth

The category as a whole has grown 15% YOY (first half of 2013 vs. first half of 2012). Small 
Appliance sales online are hot AND valuable.  Consumers will pay more per item online than 
offline. — NPD on the growth of Small Kitchen Appliances

Conversion Rates Vary Widely

With some items like Microwaves converting with a 196 index, and Kegerators at a 14 index. 

Basket Value

The average basket value is $185.37 and the average unit price is $76.56. 

http://cdn-website.cpcstrategy.com/wp-content/uploads/WS-Reinventing-Retail_DP-contact.pdf
https://www.npd.com/wps/portal/npd/us/news/press-releases/npd-reports-double-digit-sales-growth-of-small-kitchen-appliances-in-the-first-half-of-2013/
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The Top Retail Search Channels & Best 
Practices by Channels
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The Top Retail Search Channels  
& Best Practices by Channel
Amazon

It’s already well known that Amazon is a major influence in the retail space as a seller, platform 
for third-parties, and high-volume shopper destination.  Many brands, however, choose to shun 
Amazon as a potential revenue source out of fear of losing control over their brand image, 
pricing, and overall value perception. The reality is that most brands have more angles to 
approach Amazon from than resellers and should embrace Amazon as a platform with a  
highly-active, built-in consumer audience. 

There are 3 ways brands and manufacturers can leverage Amazon as a strategic partner: 

Becoming a Vendor (1st-Party Seller)

Successful brands will often be approached by Amazon’s buying team to become a vendor. 
If a vendor chooses to go this route, a brand’s relationship with Amazon becomes largely 
transaction-based, selling high-volume orders to Amazon for them to re-sell on their  
own Marketplace.

Like with any vendor-reseller relationship, an Amazon vendor is incentivized to help Amazon sell 
more of its units in hopes Amazon will eventually re-up on another large purchase. 

http://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2015/05/minimum-advertised-price-map-violation-amazon/
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This is why Amazon Marketing Services, among other programs, exists for vendors. Amazon 
Marketing Services (AMS) is arguably the most powerful lever Amazon vendors can pull to 
influence sales made on the Amazon Marketplace.

http://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2015/04/amazon-marketing-services/
http://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2015/04/amazon-marketing-services/
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An Amazon Headline Search ad.

For Amazon vendors not already leveraging AMS, there are 2 search-based programs to be 
aware of: Product Display Ads (formerly eCommerce Ads) and Headline Search Ads (formerly 
Sponsored Search) Both are PPC programs, yet Sponsored Search is a bit more of a branding 
play while eCommerce Ads are based more on product relevancy or targeted interests.

http://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2015/04/amazon-product-ads-guide-to-amazon-ecommerce-ads/
http://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2015/04/amazon-sponsored-search/
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Amazon Product Display Ads

And as of May 2015, Amazon’s Sponsored Products program is being rolled out to vendors. Up 
until this point, Sponsored Products has been the premier ad program for third-party sellers. 

It’s clear that Amazon is investing in its advertising programs for vendors – even at the expense 
of its third-party sellers – and so for brand manufacturers who are current vendors to Amazon, 
this is going be a program where a positive ROI is very attainable with the right management.

Headline Search Ads

Sponsored Products

Product Display Ads

Purchase Intent

H
igh

Low
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Best Practices to Keep in Mind

Amazon vendors with the appropriate budget allocated to ad spend should definitely be making 
full-use of Amazon Marketing Services, particularly Sponsored Search and eCommerce Ads 
(Sponsored Products is currently in beta for vendors). eCommerce Ads are going to be the 
better entry point since they’re more direct response-focused and can be more easily attributed 
to bottom-line sales. 

This is not an aspect of Amazon Marketing Services but vendors should be making full use of 
A+ Content. A+ Content is essentially HTML that brand manufacturers can integrate on their 
product detail pages, providing more robust product images and features.

A+ Content usage on 
product detail pages
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Leveraging the Amazon Marketplace as a Third-Party

There are a number of brands that sell on the Amazon Marketplace as third-party sellers. 
Two of the Top 10 biggest amazon sellers (in terms of seller feedback volume) are brand 
manufacturers: Spigen and AnkerDirect. 

Unlike a vendor, a third-party seller on the Amazon Marketplace needs to implement a strategy 
for order fulfillment, Buy Box ownership, pricing, feedback generation, etc. and so there’s much 
more hands-on management required. However, the profit margins for selling direct-to-
consumer as a third-party vs. as a vendor are almost always higher. 
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Brands typically also have the luxury of having stronger influence when it comes to detail 
page ownership, meaning their submitted product content will often take precedent over the 
content submitted by other sellers.

A powerful, PPC product advertising program at the disposal of third-party merchants is Amazon 
Sponsored Products. Sponsored Products offers two targeting options: manual and automatic. 
Manual targeting surfaces ads based on keywords while automatic targeting surfaces ads based 
on product relevancy. Automatic targeting is the newer addition here and it marks one of the 
first times Amazon has unveiled its shopper query data to sellers.

Click to get our  
Amazon Sponsored 
Products Guidebook

http://www.cpcstrategy.com/amazon-sponsored-products-guide/
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Best Practices to Keep in Mind

Discoverability & Buyability

The first step towards implementing a strategy for Amazon optimization is to identify and 
understand the factors that drive Marketplace. A virtuous cycle exists in that products that sell 
well on Amazon receive higher search rankings. This great visibility leads to more sales, which 
leads to even higher rankings, and the cycle is born. Tapping into this cycle, particularly the 
levers the influence product discoverability and buyability is how professional sellers achieve 
scalable growth on Amazon.

Sponsored Products

For those starting out with Sponsored Products, start with an automatic campaign with all 
products. Letting this run for several weeks will lay the groundwork in terms of identifying which 
SKUs seeing the most traffic, getting the highest return, and wasting the most ad spend. From 
here, it’s recommended to build out manual campaigns based off of this product segmentation 
and get more aggressive with top performers and other promising segments.

Fulfillment by Amazon

FBA is one of the more misunderstood aspects of Marketplace selling. While FBA can be an 
asset to streamline a seller’s Marketplace operations, its true value is in its effect on Buy Box 
ownership. So with this in mind, FBA inventory selection should both be operational and 
strategic in terms of increasing listing exposure and sales performance. The hybrid approach – 
fulfilling by merchant (FBM) and fulfilling by Amazon – is what most professional sellers opt for.

Click to get our new 
FBA Guidebook

http://www.cpcstrategy.com/Fullfilment-by-amazon-guidebook/
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Advertising as a Third-Party with Product Ads

Amazon Product Ads is a PPC-based product advertising program that directs Amazon shoppers 
to the advertiser’s ecommerce site. 

For brand manufacturers who sell direct-to-consumer on their online store, Amazon Product 
Ads can be a profitable, high-volume channel and traffic source. Like Sponsored Products, 
Product Ads are a PPC program that uses a retailer’s inventory feed to match shopper queries 
with relevant product ads.  There’s great value in being able to target Amazon’s high-intent 
shopper pool and still be able to “own the customer” (ie. acquire a shopper’s contact information 
at checkout)

For particular eligible verticals, Product Ads is an extremely high-volume ad program and thus 
needs to be monitored closely to maintain profitability.

http://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2014/02/amazon-product-ads-set-to-blow-up-in-2014/
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Best Practice to Keep in Mind

Bid optimization best practices apply here, but arguably the most critical component to success 
with Product Ads is the product data feed. Brand manufacturers should have no excuse to not 
have the most robust product data available. This comprehensiveness in addition to processes 
around semantic feed optimization – appending product data with relevant, high-performing 
search keywords – is going to be a vital for maximizing success on the channel.

A Product Ad surfacing on the product detail page.
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HookLogic Retail Ads

An effective Retail Search portfolio looks to build both the B2B and B2C sides of the business. 
In many cases, the opportunities that aim to extend the value that brands get from their 
vendor/reseller relationships are underutilized. The ability for a consumer brand to monetize 
their listings on their resellers' online stores is a huge competitive advantage in today's online 
shopping landscape. This is a huge reason why vendors to Amazon, for example, invest huge 
media budgets in Amazon Marketing Services to better control their branding, increase visibility, 
and ultimately drive more conversions.

Much like Amazon vendors can increase visibility for their rankings via Amazon Marketing 
Services, vendors to big-box retailers like Walmart, Target, Best Buy, Macy's, and Costco can do 
the same. HookLogic’s Retail Search Exchange (RSX) is the only technology available that makes 
this possible, presenting the huge opportunity for B2B brand manufacturers to get the most out 
of their reseller relationships.

Some of the retailers on the Retail Search Exchange.
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The HookLogic RSX is a pay-per-click performance marketing platform 
that helps brands accelerate sales by providing premium visibility 
across a network of top ecommerce sites. Leveraging this unique ad 
technology, retail brands can:

Target Active Category Shoppers 

RSX allows brands to natively place their products in front of the right 
shopper at the right time, when they are actively browsing and searching. 
Ads are surfaced based on a combination of product relevancy, advertiser 
bidding, contextual quality scoring and various product and advertiser 
rotation settings.

Ensure Ubiquity

Shoppers visit an average of 3 sites on a typical shopping trip. RSX allows 
brands to increase their visibility to consumers across their buying journey 
and on some of the most highly-trafficked web stores in the world.

Occupy Valuable Real Estate

Monetizing the search results pages, product detail pages, category pages, 
and home pages of the largest retail sites in the world is extremely valuable. 
This is a proven concept that has already delivered for brands advertising 
on Google and Amazon.
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Drive a Measurable Return

RSX delivers closed-loop attribution of actual sales transactions.  With  
real-time reporting of activity and sales that resulted from ad placements 
on key reseller partners, brands have full transparency to the impact of 
their spend.

Being able to promote products on category pages (on both desktop and 
mobile), relevant search engine results pages (SERPs), and product detail 
pages allows a brand advertiser to target high-intent shoppers at all levels 
of their purchase process. For brands looking to invest in growing their B2B 
sales, it makes sense to increase product visibility on the channels 
where customers are already used to buying their products.

For example, K’NEX is an established brand name in the Toy category, 
specifically in the building set niche. LEGO is the market leader in this 
space, so K’NEX is looking to leverage new advertising technoloy to gain 
a competitive edge and increase market share. Advertising on their 
reseller sites — which includes Target, Toys R Us, and Walmart — is 
part of strategy to grow market share, achieve a higher ROAS on ad 
programs, enhance product visibility to shoppers in their target market, 
and, ultimately, generate more revenue.

K’NEX took advantage of their resellers’ valuable ad real estate and within 
a 9-month period, saw an average ROAS of around 500%, with some 
products exceeding a 10:1 return.
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K’NEX’s CEO, Michael Araten, spoke of his investment in retail site advertising via HookLogic: 

“We’ve seen a 64% increase in total sales since we began using Retail Search Exchange. 
We’re extremely happy with the performance data we’re getting.”   
- Michael Araten, K'NEX's CEO

Why Should a Brand Invest in Advertising on a Retail Site?

Compete with Other Brands, Not Retailers

On search engines, brands focused on their B2C strategy are often competing with retailers 
(most Google Product Listing Ad (PLA) spenders are retailers).  Retail sites are the real 
battleground for brands to compete with other brands for the largest percentages of purchases.

Closed Loop Attribution

Brands advertising on the Retail Search Exchange can track how many sales their ads generated 
at the SKU level. This is not as easily done for sales made via a comparison shopping platform 
like Google Shopping, where estimated total conversions (ETC) are calculated within a specific 
conversion window (typically 30 days), and this is much less possible on a platform like Amazon.

Closer to the Buy Button

By advertising on a retail site, a brand can reach a shopper in a native, relevant setting and is 
only 1-2 clicks away from a purchase decision. This conversion intent is farther removed when 
involving a shopper who found a brand’s product via an ad on a third-party site.
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The In-Store Effect

The opportunity for offline transactions to occur is larger for brands with a strong presence in big box retail sites 
than in web-only stores. A shopper can actually go to the retailer’s store for the site they were browsing and actually 
see and buy the product, whereas this is not possible for a brand with a strong presence on a web-only store like 
Amazon, for example. Up to 70% of offline sales are impacted by digital engagement, so this linkage is critical.

The Mobile Shift

As mobile overtakes desktop shopping traffic, it will become more difficult for ROI-driven brand advertisers to see 
profitable returns on their product advertising campaigns. With the small screen size and no patience for disruptive 
display ads, native product listing ads are poised to be a huge player in the future of the mobile shopping. Google 
has acknowledged this by announcing their plans to introduce the Buy Button to mobile product listing ads in the 
near future. HookLogic’s Retail Search Exchange includes premium inventory on mobile for the network of retailers, 
and advertisers are seeing a significant impact for their products.

Best Practices to Keep in Mind

Advertise a Broad SKU Set

For ads on the RSX, advertise the broadest selection of SKUs to see which get the most traffic, conversions, and 
return on ad spend. This principle of product advertising holds true for programs like Google Shopping and Amazon 
Sponsored Products. Let the data help surface your top-performers and underachievers and allow this SKU-level 
data to inform your strategy.

Be “Always On” 

 Shoppers are always searching and typically on multiple retail websites.  Since you only pay when a high-intent 
category shopper clicks on an ad, it’s always in your best interest to be continuously visible.
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Google Shopping

Few programs have shaken up the retail advertising space as significantly as Google Shopping 
since it became a paid program in May of 2012. Yet the narrative of Google Shopping becoming 
a pay-to-play program, seeing extremely high click volume, increasing its prominence on the 
Google SERP, and ultimately becoming a very a profitable product ad channel is old news. The 
new narrative is a bit less optimistic.

Having passed its early adoption phase, Google Shopping is now an extremely crowded 
and competitive program. IR Top 500 and big box retailers have recognized that there’s 
a considerable return to be had with Shopping, shifted their huge ad budgets in favor of 
Shopping, and become much more aggressive with their campaigns. 
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The results haves been higher CPCs and Shopping results often dominated by the Target’s, 
Best Buy’s, Walmart’s of the world. Yet at the end of the day, Shopping is where Google’s retail 
advertisers are seeing their highest returns.

So should brand manufacturers who sell direct to consumer invest in Google Shopping? 

The are 4 pertinent questions that should clarify their potential “fit” with Shopping campaigns:
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1) What Are the Margins Like on Your Products When Sold Direct to a Reseller vs. Getting 
the Order Directly From the Consumer (B2B vs. B2C)?

Brands will almost always find that they get a higher margin from selling direct to consumers 
but there is an advertising cost associated with this. Yet the decision to invest in Shopping 
becomes difficult if customers are used to going to large chains to purchase their product and 
don’t always think to go direct to the source to get the item (ex. Shoppers going to Macy’s to buy 
Ralph Lauren apparel and not directly to Ralph Lauren’s site).

2) Is there a MAP price involved?

Most brands will set some type of minimum advertised price (MAP) on their products but 
whether they enforce it strictly or not is another story. When it comes to enforcing MAP, 
many brand manufacturers will opt to keep prices at MAP pricing so as to not hurt their B2B 
partnerships by showing a lower price and ultimately putting a dent resellers’ conversion rates. 

For this reason, brands who sell direct-to-consumer will often find it difficult to drive a Shopping 
return as high as their resellers are seeing because of higher prices. 

3) How large is your B2B business currently?

Typically B2B is a huge part of a successful brand’s business and is often the reason for a lot of 
their initial growth. So mature brands who are now pushing for more direct market share must 
walk a fine line to avoid hurting their relationships with resellers.

Brand manufacturers who see a significant part of their business come from their resellers 
should typically err on the side of caution to not upset those relationships.
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4) Are You Trying to Grow Your B2C Side of The Business in an Effort to Own  
Customer Relationships?

This can be a long-term goal for some B2B-weighted companies. With the potential for seeing 
higher margins for going direct to consumer and seeing significant brand growth, it could 
benefit a brand in more ways than one to eventually own customer relationships rather than 
have their resellers own the entire customer acquisition opportunity. This isn’t without its 
downfalls, however, because of the higher advertising costs associated with this strategy and 
the potential risk of losing order volume from their B2B business.

Ultimately, Google Shopping is the new battleground for high-intent shopper queries and many 
brands and resellers are seeing significant returns here. Yet for brands manufacturers, there 
are risks associated with occupying Shopping real estate and be aggressive about growing the 
B2C business, and so they should navigate this self-assessment before making the decision to 
become a Shopping advertiser.

Best Practices to Keep in Mind

Aside from the foundational best practices of taking advantage of all the bid modifiers available 
and optimizing the product feed on a regular basis, there are several strategies brand advertisers 
can use to gain a competitive advantage on Shopping:

Product-level Analysis

A brand should treat each SKU as if it is its own line of business. Drilling down to product-level 
performance and making granular bid modifications is key to standing out in today’s Google 
Shopping landscape.

http://www.cpcstrategy.com/google-shopping-campaigns-guide-2015/
http://www.cpcstrategy.com/is-your-ppc-agency-managing-your-product-feed/
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Trusted Stores Certification

Depending on how much competition there is within a given vertical, a Trusted Stores badge is 
an easy win to stand out in Shopping results. We do typically see Trusted Stores convert better 
on Shopping. For brands specifically, building trust with the customer can an extremely hard 
thing to do, especially if a brand is just starting to grow their B2C sales. Having Google vouch for 
you is just another way to build trust with a new customer. Click here to learn How Retailers Can 
Become Google Trusted Stores.
 
Negative Keyword Sculpting

The normal usage of Negative Keywords is to simply disqualify products from showing up for a 
specific or related search queries. Negative keyword sculpting involves funneling search queries 
from one campaign/ad group to another campaign/ad group that contains the products which 
are preferred to receive this traffic. So instead of shutting off ads completely for a given search, 
sculpting can activate ads for a different, more relevant set of products so that there’s still a chance 
at conversion. Advertisers can add negative keywords in the Keywords tab within Shopping.

Branded AdWords Text Ads

Generally speaking, a brand – retail or not – should always be running branded/trademark campaigns.

Click to get our new 
Google Trusted Stores 
Guidebook

http://www.cpcstrategy.com/how-retailers-can-become-google-trusted-stores/
http://www.cpcstrategy.com/how-retailers-can-become-google-trusted-stores/
http://www.cpcstrategy.com/how-retailers-can-become-google-trusted-stores/
http://www.cpcstrategy.com/ppc-branded-campaigns-video/
http://www.cpcstrategy.com/how-retailers-can-become-google-trusted-stores/
http://www.cpcstrategy.com/ppc-branded-campaigns-video/
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Branded text ad campaigns (often called trademark campaigns) are a recommended asset in 
any retail search portfolio for 2 primary reasons:

1) It’s Easy to Generate a High Return

Whenever a retail advertiser is bidding on their own keywords (ie. the popular men’s grooming 
brand, Beardbrand, bidding on “Beardbrand oil” or “Beardbrand grooming set”), they’ll often 
receive a CPC discount for having an exact-match domain (beardbrand.com) and in general, the 
CPCs are going to be extremely low.

The most common objection to this idea of bidding on one’s own keywords is, “What’s the 
point of paying for clicks to my site if I’m already holding the 1st and/or 2nd positions for organic 
results?” Well, unless Beardbrand is Gillette or Burt’s Bees, the volume of branded searches 
occurring and the consequential click-throughs on a brand’s ads is going to be relatively row.
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Yet when someone is explicitly searching for a brand’s products, that’s a very qualified,  
high-intent search and so it’s critical that a brand ensures that they’re capturing 100% of  
those queries.

2) Controlling Branding

The above screenshot for a search for “Beardbrand oil” shows how it’s able to control its 
messaging on the Google SERP and occupy more SERP real estate with targeted sitelinks. 
Without this paid result, Beardbrand would not be able to communicate an important point like 
“Natural Ingredients” nor be able to upsell and convey that they not only have beard oil, but they 
also have grooming kits.

So while the volume isn’t going to be significant for branded text ads, it’s relatively low-hanging 
fruit in terms of the positive return that can be seen for these types of retail search campaigns.
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Final Thoughts
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Final Thoughts
Brand manufacturers see the most profitable returns offline when their investment focuses on the 
shopper near the bottom of funnel, in and around stores. Similarly, digital performance marketing for 
brands works best when reaching consumers in the act of shopping.
 
By focusing digital investment where consumers shop, rather than channel by channel or on search 
engines, brands can reach consumers who actually have intent to purchase. Two-thirds of shoppers 
begin their search on retail sites, and they often have 3 or more stores open in different browser 
tabs during any shopping trip, with many decisions spanning multiple sessions and devices. Investing 
in connecting to those key moments when a shopper raises her hand is critical to a high return on 
investment. Brands that reorient their goals, organizations, and budget investment around the shopper 
are performing above others.
 
Many performance marketing channels such as search engine marketing also force brands to compete
directly with multi-brand retailers, in effect competing for a shopper’s ‘where to buy’ decision. While
some brands intentionally choose to compete with retail channels in support B2C objectives, the vast 
majority of brands can’t efficiently compete against their retail channels. With paid search on retail sites, 
brands can be much more efficient marketers by competing only with other brands for a shopper’s ‘what 
to buy’ decision. Also, increased visibility on retailers often leads to increased traffic to a brand’s B2C 
website as more shoppers discover and research the brand.
 
Brands should invest where they see directly correlated sales attribution. Too often brands have had 
to rely on predictive measures to judge effects on B2B retail sales. With the new wave of retail search 
advertising solutions, brands can now see actual sales performance, at the SKU level, to understand how 
well their ad investment performed at retail. Closed-loop attribution is the future of brand performance 
marketing, and the most profitable brands have already found it.

Jonathan Opyke
CEO
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A retail brand's digital marketing portfolio should ideally address all parts of the conversion funnel. 
Of course, it's difficult to execute on everything at once and so typically the progression of a brand's 
advertising strategy will match the maturity of the organization. 

Early stage businesses are making long term investments by focusing on top-of-the-funnel campaigns. 
We've seen companies like TeeSpring and Beardbrand be extremely successful in leveraging Facebook's 
advertising platform to build brand awareness. Taking advantage of Facebook's industry-leading targeting 
capabilities has great value at all stages of the conversion funnel, but we've seen Facebook be a really 
strong asset for brands who have initiatives to grow their B2C business. On the B2B side, we work with 
Amazon vendors who leverage Amazon Marketing Services with the goal of increasing market share. AMS 
is unique in that it unlocks Amazon search term data — a gold mine of information for any retailer — to 
its vendor advertisers, and so being able to leverage this data to generate awareness is huge for brands 
selling to Amazon.

However, I'd say the majority of our clients that are brand manufacturers are established businesses 
who are extremely conversion and cost of sale (COS) focused. And so with the goal of driving incremental 
revenue and hitting strict COS/ROAS (return on ad spend) targets, it's the bottom-of-the-funnel channels 
— those that are extremely effective at matching consumer queries with relevant product data — that will 
be the most profitable and measurable investments for brand manufacturers. Google Shopping is almost 
guaranteed to be an extremely profitable investment for any retail advertiser with the right management, 
and so we have clients like Omaha Steaks and Bowflex - established organizations with strong B2C 
initiatives — that really prioritize Shopping within their digital marketing portfolio. On the B2B side, we 
see our ROI-driven clients taking advantage of cutting-edge retail advertising technologies like HookLogic.

Ultimately, budget within the Retail Search portfolio should be skewed towards a business' overarching 
advertising goals. But because of their extensive pile of consumer demographic data, huge audience 
reach, innovative retail site network, and ability to connect retail intent with product data, we see 
Facebook, Amazon, HookLogic, and Google as the biggest opportunities for brands to accelerate their 
direct-to-consumer initiatives. 

Rick Backus
CEO, Co-Founder
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